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ABSTRACT

An idealized, three-dimensional, cloud-system-resolving model is used to investigate the influence of

surface enthalpy flux variations on tropical depression (TD) spinup, an early stage of tropical cyclogenesis in

which the role of surface fluxes remains incompletely understood. A range of simulations supports the hy-

pothesis that a negative radial gradient of surface enthalpy flux outside the storm center is necessary for TD

spinup but can arise from multiple mechanisms. The negative radial gradient is typically created by the wind

speed dependence of surface enthalpy fluxes, consistent with some previous theories for tropical cyclone

intensification. However, when surface enthalpy fluxes are prescribed to be independent of wind speed,

spinup still occurs, albeit more slowly, with the negative radial gradient of surface enthalpy fluxmaintained by

an enhanced air–sea thermodynamic disequilibrium beneath the cold core of the incipient vortex. Surface

enthalpy flux variations seemmore important for intensification than initial conditions. For example, a vortex

forms and intensifies even from a state of rest when the center of the domain is initialized to be nearly

saturated with water vapor, but this intensification is modest in amplitude and transient, lasting less than 12 h,

without interactive surface enthalpy flux. Sustained spinup on time scales longer than a day does not occur

when surface enthalpy fluxes are horizontally homogeneous or constant, even when fixed at the high value of

200Wm22. In the ensemble of simulations presented here, the vortex intensification rate scales linearly with

the storm-scale surface enthalpy flux anomaly relative to the undisturbed environment.

1. Introduction

Tropical cyclogenesis refers to the series of events

leading to the formation of a tropical, warm-core, cy-

clonic vortex. Tropical depression (TD) spinup is an

early phase of tropical cyclogenesis, which culminates

in a region of high column relative humidity (CRH), a

closed cyclonic circulation, and sustained surface wind

speeds less than 17m s21. While the various stages of

tropical cyclone (TC) intensification have been studied

extensively, the role of surface enthalpy fluxes in the

early stage of TD spinup is less thoroughly explored.

Precipitating convection has long been associated with

TC intensification (Palmen 1948). It is nowwidely accepted

that storm-scale intensification of the azimuthal wind can

be attributed to a radial circulation that converges vorticity,

with precipitation falling in the upward branch of that ra-

dial circulation (Emanuel 2003; Montgomery and Smith

2017). This precipitating ascent occurs in an ensemble of

convective updrafts within the TC, with those updrafts

producing strong vortex stretching and thus generating

intense cyclonic vorticity anomalies that merge to increase

the storm-scale vorticity (Montgomery and Smith 2017,

and references therein). These rotating updrafts often oc-

cur in deep convection (e.g., vortical hot towers; Hendricks

et al. 2004), but low-level vortex stretching can also be

produced by cumulus congestus (Wang 2014). Kilroy et al.

(2017) showed that such convective vortices play a central

role throughout the stages of TC intensification, including

genesis.

The precipitating ascent that concentrates vorticity is

supported during TC genesis by surface fluxes of en-

thalpy and by a moist midtroposphere within the storm.
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A negative radial gradient of CRH, a measure of mid-

tropospheric moisture, was deemed necessary for TC

genesis in early axisymmetric studies (Emanuel 1997;

Frisius 2006) and seen in numerous field campaigns (e.g.,

Bister and Emanuel 1997) and high-resolution numeri-

cal simulations (e.g., Wang 2012). Dunkerton et al.

(2009) proposed the marsupial pouch framework, in

which the critical layer of a tropical wave is most con-

ducive for TC genesis. While the pouch initially contains

more moisture than its environment, further moistening

occurs during TC genesis (Wang 2012). The moistening

that occurs during TD spinup, which results in a meso-

scale region of nearly saturated air, is critical for some

theories of subsequent TC intensification (e.g., Emanuel

1989) and is one focus of this study.

While the importance of precipitating ascent for con-

centrating vorticity and the importance of tropospheric

moistening for supporting deep convection are widely ac-

cepted (e.g., Montgomery and Smith 2017), the role of

surface enthalpy fluxes in TD spinup continues to be de-

bated. A prominent theory for TC intensification involves

the increase of boundary layer equivalent potential tem-

perature by surface sensible and latent heat fluxes and the

subsequent increase of upper-tropospheric temperatures

in the convecting atmosphere. In particular, a positive

feedback between TC surface winds and surface enthalpy

fluxes, termed wind-induced surface heat exchange

(WISHE; Emanuel 1986; Rotunno and Emanuel 1987),

has been examined extensively throughout the TC life

cycle. In a theory for TD spinup, Raymond et al. (2007,

hereafter R07) also proposed that wind-dependent surface

enthalpy fluxes increase CRH, which causes an increase in

the storm-scale precipitating ascent that converges low-

level vorticity. In contrast,Molinari et al. (2004) found that

the boundary layer equivalent potential temperature was

radially uniform during TD spinup, suggesting that it is a

pre-WISHE stage, and Tang (2017) found that surface

fluxes during early TC genesis increased moist entropy in

the outer region of the storm more than the inner region.

Whether the feedback between surface winds and surface

fluxes is necessary for the intensification of weak, elevated

vortices with a large saturation deficit (i.e., TD spinup) is

thus an open question.1

The necessity of a wind–evaporation feedback (e.g.,

WISHE) for TC intensification in general—not just for the

TD spinup phase—is also actively debated. Montgomery

et al. (2009, 2015) showed that TC intensification was

mostly unaffected when surface enthalpy fluxes were

‘‘capped’’ (i.e., constrained to be smaller than an im-

posed maximum), suggesting that the concurrent in-

tensification of surface winds and surface fluxes in

models and observations may be incidental. However,

Zhang and Emanuel (2016) showed that WISHE was

essential for the successful numerical simulation of at

least one observed TC (Hurricane Edouard, 2014) and

that intensification is inhibited when the surface fluxes

are capped. Arguments against the necessity of WISHE

for TC intensification acknowledge that surface evapo-

ration increases as the TC circulation increases in

strength, but note that intensification does not require

this evaporation to continually increase with surface

wind speed (Montgomery et al. 2009, 2015; Kilroy et al.

2016). This raises the question of whether the wind de-

pendence of surface evaporation is necessary for TD

spinup even if further intensification past the TD stage

can proceed, albeit more slowly, without WISHE. For

example, Kilroy et al. (2016, p. 2254) studied the ob-

served spinup of one tropical low pressure system and

noted that ‘‘enhanced surface moisture fluxes near the

circulation centre play an important role in elevating

moist equivalent potential temperature in the boundary

layer, thereby supporting deep convection and, in turn,

the intensification process.’’ A seemingly contrasting sum-

mary is found in Montgomery et al. (2015, p. 92), who

stated that for TC intensification to occur, ‘‘some minimal

enthalpy fluxes are only needed to maintain convection.’’

Examining the necessity of surface enthalpy flux variations

for the spinup of weak tropical vortices is the main

goal of this study. To be clear, these variations in

surface enthalpy fluxes are often called a ‘‘feedback’’

because they involve two-way coupling with the storm

state; any increase in surface enthalpy flux must neces-

sarily be accompanied by vorticity concentration in pre-

cipitating ascent for TD spinup to constitute a feedback.

Surface flux feedback involving the air–sea enthalpy

disequilibrium has received far less attention than that

involving surface winds. Yet TDs are often characterized

by peak midlevel vorticity in balance with a lower-

tropospheric cold core (e.g., Yanai 1961; Raymond

2012), although this might be scale dependent (Wang

2012). This cold core has been hypothesized to increase

surface enthalpy fluxes because of its enhanced air–sea

thermodynamic disequilibrium (Tory and Frank 2010;

Davis and Ahijevych 2013). However, in a study of the

spontaneous TC genesis that occurs after moist convec-

tion self-aggregates in a cloud-system-resolving model,

Wing et al. (2016) found that the air–sea disequilibrium

provides a negative feedback on intensification. There is

1 The term WISHE has traditionally been used in association

with a mechanism in which surface fluxes enhanced by surface

winds rapidly (within a few hours) cause convective heating near

the vortex center. Since deep convective heating may not occur

while the core of a subsaturated TD undergoes moistening, the

positive feedback between surface winds and surface fluxes is not

termed WISHE here, consistent with Raymond et al. (2007).
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thus no clear agreement about the role of air–sea en-

thalpy disequilibrium during TD spinup.

How important is surface evaporation in moistening

the TD vortex? Emanuel (1997) suggested that ocean

surface evaporation moistens the atmosphere when

CRH is low, with convective heating occurring only after

the column is nearly saturated. In an axisymmetric

model, Frisius (2006) found that surface evaporation

enhanced by surface wind is required for maintaining a

region with high CRH. While these studies suggest that

surface evaporation increases the CRH of incipient

TDs, causation is difficult to assess because local surface

evaporation is typically small compared to the hori-

zontal convergence of water vapor by the secondary

circulation (e.g., Fritz and Wang 2014).

The main goal of this paper is to examine the role of

surface enthalpy variations during TD spinup, with

emphasis on variations driven by surface winds and air–

sea enthalpy disequilibrium. Idealized cloud-system-

resolving simulations of intensifying vortices are

conducted in the absence of mean vertical wind shear,

using an ensemble of initial conditions andmodifications

of surface fluxes. While vertical wind shear and baro-

clinic influences might be important for aspects of TD

spinup (e.g., Nolan and McGauley 2012; Davis and

Bosart 2003), this study explores the idealized scenario of

intensification in a barotropic base state that has been

used in many prior TC studies (e.g., Rotunno and

Emanuel 1987; Montgomery et al. 2009).

Since the dynamic processes responsible for TD

spinup, including vorticity convergence by rotating

convection, have been studied in depth elsewhere (e.g.,

Montgomery and Smith 2017), the emphasis here is on

the influence of surface enthalpy fluxes on storm evo-

lution. Specifically, this paper examines the hypothesis

that enhanced surface enthalpy fluxes near the center of

the storm are required to maintain the precipitating

ascent that produces vorticity convergence during the

early stage of TD spinup.

The next section describes the numerical model and its

configuration, and section 3 details relevant metrics. Sec-

tion 4 elucidates the role of surface flux variations during

spinup, and section 5 quantifies the relation between in-

tensification rates and enthalpy flux variations. The paper

concludes with a summary and discussion of the results.

2. Simulation design

a. Model details

Simulations are performed using version 6.3 of the Sys-

tem forAtmosphericModeling (SAM;Khairoutdinov and

Randall 2003), a three-dimensional, Cartesian-coordinate

atmospheric model that solves prognostic equations for

winds, liquid water and ice moist static energy, total non-

precipitating water, and total precipitating water using the

anelastic approximation. We use a single-moment, five-

species microphysics scheme that represents the evolution

of cloud water, cloud ice, rain, graupel, and snow. A

Smagorinsky-type closure is used to represent subgrid-

scale turbulence. The lower boundary is an oceanic surface

with fixed sea surface temperature (SST) of 301K. The

surface sensible heat flux (SHF) and latent heat flux (LHF)

are parameterized using bulk formulas:

LHF5 r
0
C

E
L

y
U(q

SST
* 2q

y
) ,

SHF5 r
0
C

H
c
p
U(SST2T

a
) ,

(1)

where U, qy, and Ta are, respectively, the wind speed,

water vapor mixing ratio, and absolute temperature at

the lowest model level; qSST* is the saturation water vapor

mixing ratio at the SST and surface pressure; Ly is the

latent heat of vaporization; and cp is the specific heat of

air at constant pressure. The density at the lowest model

level r0 is the same value used in the anelastic equations

and has no spatial or temporal variations. The bulk ex-

change coefficients for latent and sensible heat, CE and

CH , respectively, are fixed at 1.1 3 1023. A minimum

value of 1m s21 is imposed on U to crudely account for

subgrid-scale variability of surface winds. The simula-

tions are performed on an f plane with the Coriolis pa-

rameter f 5 5 3 1025 s21. Parameterizations from the

National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)

Community Climate Model, version 3 (CCM3; Kiehl

et al. 1998) are used to represent longwave and short-

wave radiation. Insolation is fixed at a perpetual value of

409Wm22, with no diurnal or seasonal cycle.

All simulations use a 1024 3 1024 3 64 grid, with a

horizontal resolution of 2 km and doubly periodic lateral

boundaries. The lowest model level is at 37m, and the

vertical resolution is roughly 250m below 2km and

400m in the rest of the troposphere. The upper bound-

ary is a rigid lid at 27 km and Newtonian damping is

applied in the upper third of the domain to prevent

gravity wave reflection. The model uses adaptive time

stepping, with amaximum time step of 5 s and automatic

halving to retain numerical stability.

b. Initial conditions

All numerical simulations are initialized with hori-

zontally homogeneous temperature and water vapor

mixing ratio profiles and no background wind. The

temperature and moisture profiles are the horizontal

average of the final 25 days of a 100-day simulation in-

tegrated over a smaller domain (80 3 80 3 64 grid

points) with the same horizontal resolution and bound-

ary conditions. Such initial conditions have previously
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been used to study tropical cyclogenesis starting from

radiative–convective equilibrium (RCE; e.g., Nolan et al.

2007). The relative humidity (RH) is greater than 90%

both in the lower troposphere (0–2-km altitude) and at

the tropopause (13–14-km altitude), consistent with the

‘‘C’’ shape of the time-mean tropical RH (e.g., Romps

2014). With a surface temperature of 301K, the initial

sounding has surface-based, pseudoadiabatic convective

available potential energy (CAPE) of 1200 Jkg21.

c. Structure of the seed vortex

Aweak, balanced, axisymmetric vortex, characterized

by a tangential wind field V(r, z), is introduced in the

center of the domain. The vortex is in gradient wind

balance with an axisymmetric temperature perturbation

T 0(r, z), which is tapered to zero at a radius r of 500 km

(detailed equations specifying T 0 and V are given in the

appendix). In a majority of our simulations, including

the control (Mid5; see Table 1), a midlevel vortex in

balance with a warm-over-cold temperature structure

(Fig. 1a) is used as an idealization of TC precursors (e.g.,

Raymond et al. 1998). The temperature perturbation is

tuned to obtain maximum winds of 5m s21 at 3-km al-

titude and about 150-km radius, surface wind speed that

is one-quarter the maximum wind speed at 3 km, and

winds that taper to zero at 10 km. Some simulations are

instead initialized with a vortex having peak winds at the

surface, with T 0 positive throughout the troposphere.

The temperature anomaly associated with the axi-

symmetric vortex modifies the RH of the otherwise

horizontally homogeneous initial state. For a midlevel

vortex, this increases RH in the lower troposphere and

decreases it in the upper troposphere (Fig. 1b, shading).

Additional simulations are initialized with a positive

moisture anomaly in the center of the domain. The

moisture anomaly is introduced as an axisymmetric RH

perturbation RH0(r, z), with a maximum value of 30%

at an altitude of 6 km (Fig. 1b, contours). The formula-

tion of RH0 is presented in the appendix.

d. List of simulations

The idealized simulations are divided into seven

groups (Table 1), each designed to examine a specific

aspect of surface flux feedback during TD spinup. The

first part of the name given to each simulation indicates

the altitude and intensity of the vortex. In most

simulations, a midlevel vortex with peak wind speed of

5m s21 at 3-km altitude is used, indicated by the prefix

‘‘Mid5.’’ The prefix ‘‘Sfc’’ indicates a vortex with peak

winds at the surface, in which case the initial vertically

averaged circulation is set equal to that in the control.

The prefix ‘‘V0’’ is used when no initial vortex is used

(i.e., the initial condition is a state of rest).

Subsequent parts of the names given to each simula-

tion denote properties of the initial condition (groups B

and G) or modifications to the bulk flux formulas for

sensible and latent heat (groups C–F). Section 4 dis-

cusses results from these simulations, along with their

design and objectives.

3. Analysis methods

a. Metric for TD spinup

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-

tion’s National Hurricane Center (NOAA/NHC) defines

a TD as a cyclonic vortex with peak surface winds not

exceeding 17ms21. Since this definition lacks a lower

wind speed threshold, we seek a metric that could be

used to define TD spinup.

The importance of an appropriate metric is illustrated

by three of our simulations: the control (Mid5), a sim-

ulation in which surface wind speeds in the surface flux

parameterization are limited to 5m s21 (Mid5_Cap5),

and a simulation in which surface enthalpy fluxes are

eliminated entirely (Mid5_FlxOFF). Results from

these simulations are discussed in detail in the next

section, with select time series shown here to illustrate

the importance of an appropriate spinup metric. In

these simulations, inspection of the three-dimensional

wind field shows that the vortex in Mid5 intensifies

the fastest and transitions into a warm-core vortex on

day 3. In contrast, Mid5_FlxOFF exhibits no vortex

intensification, and the vortex in Mid5_Cap5 intensifies

more slowly than in the control and transitions into a

warm-core vortex on day 4 (not shown). However, peak

surface wind speeds in all three simulations are very

similar from day 1.0 through day 2.5 (Fig. 2a). The

threshold of 8.5m s21 marked in Fig. 2a is used by the

India Meteorological Department to classify synoptic-

scale vortices as monsoon depressions (Saha et al.

1981); many of the dynamical structures and genesis

statistics of monsoon depressions are similar to those of

TCs (Cohen and Boos 2016; Ditchek et al. 2016). All

three of our vortices exceed the 8.5m s21 threshold,

even though the Mid5_FlxOFF vortex does not in-

tensify. This seems to be due to convective gustiness,

showing that the peak surface wind speed is a poor

measure of TD spinup.

The maximum speed of the azimuthal-mean tangen-

tial surface wind enables a clearer distinction between

intensifying and nonintensifying vortices (Fig. 2b).

However, ambiguity about the degree of intensification

persists during the first 2–2.5 days of the simulations.

An appropriate metric should capture changes in el-

evated winds to account for intensification of a midlevel
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TABLE 1. List of idealized simulations.

Group Name Description

Group A: Control simulation Mid5 Initial vortex has peak winds of 5m s21 at

an altitude of 3 km. Surface fluxes are a

function of surface wind speed and

air–sea enthalpy disequilibrium.

Group B: Initial-condition ensemble Mid5_CAPEx1.5 Initial CAPE is increased by a factor of 1.5

everywhere in the domain by applying

a Gaussian-shaped, negative temperature

anomaly (peak amplitude 5 23K) to the

temperature sounding between 1- and

15-km altitude.

Mid5_RH85 Initial RH is set to 85% from the surface to

15-km everywhere in the domain.

Sfc5 Initial vortex has peak winds of 5m s21 at

the surface. The initial vertically averaged

circulation of the vortex in this simulation

is equal to the control.

Group C: Surface fluxes driven purely

by air–sea enthalpy disequilibrium

Mid5_Fix10 Surface wind is fixed at 10m s21 when

computing surface enthalpy fluxes.

Sfc5_Fix10 Initial vortex has peak winds of 5m s21 at the

surface and surface wind is fixed at 10m s21

when computing surface enthalpy fluxes.

Mid5_Fix5 Surface wind is fixed at 5m s21 when

computing surface enthalpy fluxes.

Group D: Horizontally homogeneous

surface enthalpy fluxes

Mid5_FlxOFF Surface enthalpy fluxes are switched off.

Mid5_FlxHOM Surface enthalpy fluxes are horizontally

homogenized at each model time step.

Mid5_LHF200 Surface evaporation is fixed at 200Wm22

and sensible heat flux is switched off.

Group E: Horizontally homogeneous

surface evaporation

Mid5_LHF0 Surface evaporation is switched off and

sensible heat flux is interactive.

Mid5_LHF0_SHFx5 Surface evaporation is switched off and the

sensible heat flux is increased by a

factor of 5.

Group F: Surface winds capped

in the surface enthalpy flux

parameterization

Mid5_Cap2 Surface wind is capped at 2m s21 when

computing surface enthalpy fluxes.

Mid5_Cap5 Surface wind is capped at 5m s21 when

computing surface enthalpy fluxes.

Group G: Simulations initialized with

a moist anomaly

Mid5_Moist In addition to a midlevel vortex with peak

winds of 5m s21, the domain is initialized

with a moist anomaly.

Mid5_Moist_FlxOFF As in Mid5_Moist, but surface fluxes are

switched off.

V0_Moist Domain is initialized only with a moist

anomaly; initial tangential winds are

set to 0m s21.

V0_Moist_FlxOFF As in V0_Moist, but surface fluxes are

switched off.

V0_Moist_LHF200 As in V0_Moist, but surface evaporation

is fixed at 200Wm22.

Miscellaneous simulations Mid5_DTDqHOM Temperature and moisture disequilibria

(DT and Dq, respectively) are horizontally

homogenized at each model time step prior

to the computation of surface fluxes.
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vortex that might not manifest at the surface. Here, we

use the circulation vertically averaged between the

surface and 10 km:

G5

�ðð
(f 1 k̂ � =3 u) dx dy

�
, (2)

where u is the horizontal velocity, the angle brackets

denote mass-weighted vertical averages between the

surface and 10km, and the area integral is calculated

over a 500-km square centered on the surface pressure

minimum. The time evolution of this vertically averaged

circulation clearly depicts differences in the in-

tensification of the three vortices (Fig. 2c). Marín et al.

(2008) used a similar metric, albeit with different hori-

zontal and vertical extent, to depict TC intensification.

Here, thresholds of 18 and 25km2 s21, respectively, are

used to define the bounds between which a TD exists and

are determined empirically. A warm-core vortex formed

in a wide range of our simulations for G . 25km2 s21,

FIG. 2. Time evolution of (a) peak surface wind speed, (b) storm-centered, peak azimuthal-mean tangential surface wind, and (c) storm-

centered, 0–10-km vertically averaged circulation in the control simulation (Mid5), simulation with surface wind capped at 5m s21 in the

surface flux parameterization (Mid5_Cap5), and simulation with surface fluxes switched off (Mid5_FlxOFF). The average circulation is

obtained by integrating the absolute vorticity in a 500-km square around the storm center and subsequently averaging between 0 and

10 km. Dotted lines depict the lower and upper thresholds of wind speed and circulation used to identify tropical depressions.

FIG. 1. (a) Axisymmetric tangential wind (colors) and axisymmetric temperature anomaly (contours; interval of

0.5 K, and negative values are dashed) of the initial vortex in the control (Mid5; midlevel vortex with peak winds of

5m s21) simulation. The temperature anomaly is with respect to the initial domain-mean temperature.

(b) Azimuthal-average RH of the initial state (colors) in the control (Mid5) simulation. RH of the moisture

perturbation used in the group G (see Table 1) simulations is shown by contours (interval of 5%; thin contour

depicts zero perturbation).
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signaling the end of TD spinup. A value of G 5 18km2 s21

typically coincided with peak midlevel tangential winds

of 8.5ms21, average CRH values beyond 80%, and a

prominent increase in precipitation rates. These thresholds

vary with the horizontal extent of integration and the

depth of vertical averaging. Furthermore, the vertically

averaged circulation is sensitive to the size of the vortex

and can only be used to compare the intensification of

similarly sized vortices, like those in the idealized simula-

tions of this study.

b. Decomposition of surface fluxes

To estimate the individual contributions of surface

wind speeds and air–sea thermodynamic disequi-

librium to TD spinup, the total surface enthalpy flux is

decomposed into wind-driven and disequilibrium-driven

components. Following Wing and Emanuel (2014), we

linearize Eq. (1) about the domain-mean state:

SF0 5 r
0
U 0(C

E
L

y
Dq1C

H
c
p
DT)

1r
0
C

E
L

y
UDq0 1 r

0
C

H
c
p
UDT 0 ,

(3)

where overbars and primes denote, respectively, horizontal

domain-mean quantities and corresponding spatial anom-

alies. The threemain terms on the right-hand side ofEq. (3)

are the wind, moisture disequilibrium (Dq5 qSST* 2 qy),

and temperature disequilibrium (DT5SST2Ta)-driven

anomalies, respectively. Flux anomalies due to the product

of anomalies of surface wind and thermodynamic disequi-

librium are extremely small in our simulations. Further-

more, density anomalies do not appear in Eq. (3) owing to

constant density in Eq. (1), consistent with the anelastic

approximation.

4. Results

a. Surface fluxes in the control simulation

We begin by diagnostically examining variations in

surface enthalpy fluxes during TD spinup in the control

simulation, Mid5. Since our primary interest is the role

of surface flux feedback, we only briefly discuss the

overall dynamics of spinup, noting similarities with de-

tails discussed in previous studies (Montgomery and

Smith 2017, and references therein).

Intensification and moistening of the midlevel vortex,

here referred to as TD spinup, last until the formation

of a warm-core vortex on day 3. During the initial stages

of spinup, the peak vertical mass flux occurs at approx-

imately 7.5-km altitude (not shown). Later stages of

spinup are associated with heavier precipitation rates

and a lowering of the height of the peak vertical mass

flux, consistent with previous observations (Raymond

and Carrillo 2011). The vertical mass flux is associated

with a radial secondary circulation hypothesized to

converge vorticity. Indeed, the observed Eulerian time

tendency of absolute vorticity during spinup is approx-

imately in balance with horizontal vorticity convergence

(not shown), consistent with Wang (2012).

On day 2.5, peak tangential winds occur at 3.5-km

altitude and 100-km radius (Fig. 3a, shading). The mid-

level vortex is associated with negative temperature

anomalies (peak value l23K) below 3km and positive

FIG. 3. (a) Azimuthal-average tangential winds (colors) and in-

crease in RH (contours; interval of 10%, negative values are

dashed) on day 2.5 in the control (Mid5) simulation. The increase

in RH is with respect to the initial moisture shown by shading in

Fig. 1b. (b) Decomposition of surface flux anomalies on day 1

(dashed) and day 2.5 (solid) in the control (Mid5) simulation. The

surface flux anomalies are computed with respect to the domain-

mean surface flux.
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anomalies (peak value ’ 2K) above 4km (not shown).

RH increases by up to 30% compared to the initial con-

dition, leading to values exceeding 90% (Fig. 3a, con-

tours). High CRH has been suggested to foster large

precipitation rates by reducing entrainment of dry air and

supporting strong convective updrafts (see section 1). The

negative radial gradient of CRH makes the vortex, and

not its environment, conducive for deep moist convec-

tion. Further details of vortex moistening are discussed in

section 4e.

It has been hypothesized that the early stages of TC

genesis could be strongly influenced by interactions be-

tween radiation, water vapor, and clouds (Khairoutdinov

and Emanuel 2013; Wing et al. 2016). Yet in additional

simulations not listed in Table 1, TD spinup occurs when

radiative temperature tendencies are horizontally ho-

mogenized at each model time step but is suppressed

when the homogenization is applied to surface enthalpy

fluxes. Concluding that radiative feedback is not essential

for TD spinup in our idealized simulations, we focus

purely on surface flux feedback, and interactions with

radiation are not discussed further.

Positive surface flux anomalies occur within the vortex

during TD spinup, with peak values increasing from about

80 to 250Wm22 between day 1 and day 2.5 (Fig. 3b, black

curve), consistent with the simulations of Montgomery

et al. (2009). The positive and negative areas under the

curves in Fig. 3b are not identical owing to the exclusion of

parts of the domain (e.g., corners) during azimuthal av-

eraging. The negative radial gradient of surface fluxes is

almost entirely due to wind enhancement of surface fluxes

(Fig. 3b, magenta curves).2 The correlation between sur-

face wind speed and wind-driven surface fluxes by itself

does not imply a feedback process; results from simula-

tions in which the influence of surface winds on surface

fluxes is curtailed are discussed in section 4f.

The intensifying TD is associatedwith enhanced values

of near-surfacewater vapormixing ratiowithin the vortex

and with negative temperature anomalies below the al-

titude ofmaximumwinds, evenwithin the boundary layer

(not shown). The effect of these near-surface moisture

and temperature changes on the pattern of surface

enthalpy fluxes via air–sea enthalpy disequilibrium is

now examined. The enhanced near-surface moisture

suppresses the disequilibrium-driven surface evapora-

tion by roughly 10Wm22 on day 2.5, but the cold core

enhances disequilibrium-driven sensible heat fluxes by a

similar small amount (Fig. 3b, blue and red curves). The

influence of disequilibrium-driven surface fluxes on

spinup is examined inMid5_DTDqHOM, a simulation in

which the temperature and moisture disequilibria (DT
and Dq, respectively) are horizontally homogenized at

eachmodel time step prior to the computation of surface

fluxes. TD spinup proceeds almost identically as in the

control simulation (Fig. 4a, magenta curve), confirming

the negligible role of disequilibrium-driven compared to

wind-driven surface flux feedback.

b. Sensitivity to initial conditions

We now test the sensitivity of spinup in our control

simulation to perturbations in initial conditions. Rather

than using a large ensemble with randomly perturbed

initial states, we use a three-member ensemble with large

variations in initial CAPE, moisture, and initial vortex

structure (Table 1, group B). In particular, one ensemble

member starts from a state in which CAPE was increased

by a factor of 1.5 by applying a Gaussian shaped, negative

temperature anomaly (peak amplitude 5 23K) to the

initial temperature sounding between 1km and 15km al-

titude. In another ensemble member, the initial humidity

was increased to achieve anRHof 85%everywhere below

15-km altitude. A third ensemble member used an initial

vortex having peak winds at the surface, but the same

vertically averaged circulation as the control simulation.

To be clear, we do not intend to perform an exhaustive

study of the sensitivity of TD spinup to initial conditions

but to provide some confirmation of the robustness of our

conclusions about the role of surface flux feedback.

Enhanced CAPE does not accelerate TD spinup

(Mid5_CAPEx1.5; Fig. 4a, red curve), consistent with

simulations presented by Montgomery et al. (2009). This

is presumably because moist convection consumes CAPE

and restores the temperature profile to a moist adiabat

faster than the roughly 3-day time scale associated with

TD spinup. When initialized with 85% RH, TD spinup is

accelerated (Mid5_RH85; Fig. 4a, blue curve), consistent

with the hypothesis that tropospheric moistening is an

important part of TD spinup (Nolan 2007). When the

initial condition uses a surface vortex rather than a mid-

level vortex, the rate of TD spinup increases, with rapid

intensification during the first 20h (Sfc5; Fig. 4a, green

curve). In that simulation, strong surface winds enhance

surface enthalpy fluxes and lead to the convergence of

vorticity by precipitating convection. After 20h, low-level

divergence transforms the surface vortex into a midlevel

vortex similar to that used in the initial condition of the

control simulation. The formation of a midlevel vortex

2 The term negative radial gradient is used here to describe the

enhancement of surface fluxes in the inner parts of the vortex rel-

ative to the undisturbed environment. A positive radial gradient of

surface fluxes typically exists between the vortex center (zero ra-

dius) and the radius of maximum wind, but we refer only to the

negative radial gradient that exists between the radius of maximum

wind and larger radii, consistent with prior studies (e.g., Emanuel

1997; Montgomery et al. 2009).
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prior to warm-core formation is consistent with Nolan

(2007). Raymond and Sessions (2007) suggested that the

stabilization of the troposphere, created by thewarmover

cold stratification associated with amidlevel vortex, aids in

the creation of bottom-heavy convective mass flux profiles

that are efficient in converging vorticity, which might

suggest a propensity for midlevel vortex formation during

TD spinup. However, there is disagreement in recent lit-

erature aboutRaymond and Sessions’s (2007) finding (e.g.,

Lussier et al. 2013), and further investigation is required

into the importance ofmidlevel vortices duringTD spinup.

In all members of this ensemble, enhanced surface fluxes

occur near the center of the vortex during TD spinup and

are driven almost entirely by surface winds (Fig. 4b). Flux

anomalies driven by air–sea enthalpy disequilibrium are

weak in comparison, and consist of small, counteracting

latent and sensible heat flux anomalies. In summary, the

rate at whichTD spinup occurs is onlymodestly sensitive to

changes inCAPEandRHof the initial state, but somewhat

more sensitive to the vertical structure of the seed vortex. In

all cases, however, similar radial distributions of surface

enthalpy fluxes occur during TD spinup and are driven al-

most exclusively by surface wind variations.

c. Spinup driven by air–sea enthalpy disequilibrium

While disequilibrium-driven surface fluxes played a

negligible role during TD spinup in the control simulation,

we now discuss a role for surface fluxes driven purely

by the air–sea enthalpy disequilibrium. We conduct three

simulations in which surface fluxes are prescribed to

be independent of surface wind speed (Table 1, group

C). TD spinup still occurs when the surface wind speeds

are fixed at 10ms21 in the surface flux parameterization

(Mid5_Fix10), albeit more slowly than in the control,

with a warm core forming on day 12 (compared to day 3

in the control; not shown). On day 10, peak winds occur

at roughly 4-km altitude and at a radius of approxi-

mately 50 km (Fig. 5a). Compared to the TD in the

control simulation, the vortex tilts radially outward.

Even though surface fluxes are prescribed to be in-

dependent of wind speed, spinup is still accompanied by

enhanced surface fluxes near the vortex center (Fig. 5b,

black curve). As in the control, the lower-tropospheric

negative temperature anomalies associated with the

midlevel vortex enhance the sensible heat flux (Fig. 5b,

red curve). Additionally, the disequilibrium-driven sur-

face evaporation is now positive and adds to, rather than

opposes, the disequilibrium-driven sensible heat flux

(Fig. 5b, blue curve). The fixed wind speed of 10ms21

used in the surface flux parameterization enhances sur-

face evaporation throughout the domain and maintains

the boundary layer near saturation, depicted by an RH

increase of approximately 10% below 500-m altitude at

all radii (Fig. 5a). Bounded by its saturation value, the

FIG. 4. (a) Time evolution of the 0–10-kmvertically integrated circulation in a 500-kmbox tracking the vortex and

(b) decomposed surface flux anomalies in the individual groupB ensemble of simulations (thin solid curves) and the

ensemble mean (thick solid curves). Surface flux anomalies in the ensemble members are computed when the

vertically averaged circulation first reaches 20 km2 s21, a value roughly midway through TD spinup and denoted by

the horizontal dotted line in (a). The surface flux anomaly components in the control simulation are denoted by thin

dashed curves in (b) and are not used to compute the ensemble mean.
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surface air water vapor mixing ratio is thus lower in the

cold core of the vortex than at large radii, leading to en-

hanced disequilibrium-driven surface evaporation in the

vortex core. In contrast, the vortex core in the control

simulation had higher specific humidity than its envi-

ronment, due to the wind-enhanced surface evaporation,

and so had reduced disequilibrium-driven surface evap-

oration in the vortex core. The existence of enhanced

disequilibrium-driven evaporation thus seems to be a

result of prescribing a relatively large wind speed in the

surface flux formula, which brings the boundary layer

near saturation and creates a positive radial gradient

in the water vapor mixing ratio of surface air for a

midlevel vortex. A negative radial gradient of surface

enthalpy fluxes is thus obtained, driven purely by the

enthalpy disequilibrium; this gradient is roughly a factor

of 4 weaker than in the control simulation (peak surface

fluxes of about 60Wm22 in Mid5_Fix10 compared to

250Wm22 inMid5), consistent with the fact that it takes

about 4 times as long for the warm core to form (the

relationship between enthalpy flux gradients and in-

tensification rates is quantified in section 6).

In this Mid5_Fix10 simulation, peak surface flux

anomalies increase from roughly 35 to 60Wm22 be-

tween days 7 and 10 (Fig. 5b, dashed and solid black

curves), accompanied by strengthening of the low-level

cold core. In a separate simulation, we horizontally ho-

mogenize the air–sea enthalpy disequilibria [DT and Dq
in Eq. (3)] in the surface flux formulas at each model

time step, in addition to fixing surface wind speed. This

eliminates the enhancement of surface fluxes near the

vortex center and prevents TD spinup, implying that the

feedback between the air–sea enthalpy disequilibrium

of the vortex and the surface flux anomalies is essential

for TD spinup when the wind speed is fixed in the sur-

face flux formulas. Furthermore, capping the tempera-

ture and moisture disequilibrium at 5K and 7 gkg21,

respectively, reduces surface flux anomalies and slows

TD spinup, with a warm core forming only after 18 days

(not shown). Thus, while a continually increasing

disequilibrium-driven feedback is not essential for in-

tensification, intensification occurs more rapidly with

this feedback.

Additionally, when surface fluxes are independent of

wind speed, the disequilibrium-driven fluxes near the

vortex center seem to increase with the wind speed pre-

scribed in the surface flux parameterization and aid

spinup. That is, changes in the enthalpy of surface air do

not overcompensate for the imposed changes in wind

speed in Eq. (3).When the surface wind is fixed at 5ms21

in the surface flux parameterization (Mid5_Fix5), spinup

proceeds more slowly than in Mid5_Fix10 and a warm-

core vortex forms only on day 16 (not shown).

When initialized with a surface vortex and surface

wind speeds are fixed at 10ms21 in the surface flux pa-

rameterization (Sfc5_Fix10), TD spinup is initially sup-

pressed owing to negative temperature and moisture

disequilibria associated with the near-surface warm

core. Intensification occurs after low-level divergence

transforms the surface vortex into a midlevel vortex.

The formation of the cold core enhances disequilibrium-

driven sensible heat flux and surface evaporation during

spinup, with a warm core forming on day 14 (not shown).

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 3, but for the simulation in which the surface

wind is fixed at 10m s21 in the surface flux parameterization

(Mid5_Fix10). Note the smaller range of the horizontal axes

compared to Fig. 3. Quantities on (a) day 10 and (b) days 7

(dashed) and 10 (solid). Wind-driven surface flux anomalies do not

exist in this simulation and are not shown in (b).
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d. Necessity of a negative radial gradient of surface
fluxes

Here, we examine whether the negative radial gradient

of surface fluxes that has accompanied spinup in all prior

simulations actually causes spinup by conducting a series

of simulations in which horizontal inhomogeneities of

surface fluxes are suppressed (Table 1, group D). As an

extreme case, when surface enthalpy fluxes are entirely

switched off, TD spinup fails to occur (Mid5_FlxOFF;

Fig. 2c, red curve), consistent with Nguyen et al. (2008).

This result might seem to differ from one of the findings

of Montgomery et al. (2006), who find that a vortex can

attain TD-strength surface winds without surface en-

thalpy fluxes. However, mean tangential surface winds

intensified to only about 12ms21 in the first 24h of their

simulation, with no further intensification. Furthermore,

Montgomery et al. (2006) initialized their model with a

moister vortex, and we show in section 4g below that

moister initial vortices also exhibit brief transient in-

tensification in our model.

The necessity of surface flux feedback for intensifica-

tion is also tested in a simulation in which the surface

fluxes are fixed spatially and temporally. When surface

evaporation is fixed at 200Wm22 and sensible heat flux is

switched off (Mid5_LHF200), the vortex fails to intensify

(Fig. 6b, blue curve). Convective updrafts and downdrafts

are distributed throughout the domain and the transverse

secondary circulation fails to develop, despite any fric-

tionally induced influence of the seed vortex. The fixed

value of 200Wm22 for latent heat flux is chosen to

roughly match the peak surface fluxes in the control

simulation (Fig. 3b). In additional simulations with sur-

face enthalpy fluxes fixed at values between 50 and

350Wm22, the vortex also fails to intensify.

The failure of TD spinup to occur in the absence of a

negative radial gradient of surface enthalpy fluxes is con-

firmed when surface enthalpy fluxes are horizontally ho-

mogenized at each model time step (Mid5_FlxHOM;

Fig. 6b, red curve). These simulations support the hypoth-

esis that surface enthalpy flux feedback, which manifests

as a negative radial gradient of surface fluxes, are necessary

for TD spinup, consistent with Montgomery et al. (2009).

e. Role of surface evaporation

The enhancement of surface enthalpy fluxes near the

vortex center seems to be necessary for vortex in-

tensification in our simulations, but how important is surface

evaporation compared to surface sensible heat flux?

Mrowiec et al. (2011) showed that TCs can intensify even

in a dry axisymmetric model if the air–sea temperature

disequilibrium is inflated to give the same net air–sea en-

thalpy disequilibrium as is typically observed over ocean.

So, is surface evaporation needed to moisten the initial

vortex so thatTC intensification can thenproceed in anearly

saturated atmosphere, or would an equivalent amount

of sensible heat flux produce a similar intensification?

Fritz andWang (2014) and Kilroy et al. (2016) showed

that, for an intensifying tropical storm, horizontal con-

vergence of water vapor by the secondary circulation

closely matched total precipitation and far exceeded

surface evaporation. However, neither study compared

surface evaporation with the Eulerian time tendency of

precipitable water, here called water vapor storage,

FIG. 6. (a) As in Fig. 3a, but for the simulation with latent heat

fluxes switched off and sensible heat fluxes enhanced by a factor of

5 (Mid5_LHF0_SHFx5). (b) Time evolution of the 0–10-km ver-

tically integrated circulation in a 500-km box tracking the vortex in

a few selected group D and E simulations. Dashed lines in (b) in-

dicate the lower (18 km2 s21) and upper (25 km2 s21) thresholds of

circulation used to identify TDs.
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during vortex moistening, although Kilroy et al. (2016)

noted the lack of water budget closure in reanalyses.

Closure of the vertically integrated water vapor budget

in the idealized simulations of this study enables an ac-

curate assessment of the role of surface evaporation as a

moisture source during TD spinup.

The vertically integrated water vapor budget in our

control simulation (Mid5) shows progressively larger

values of precipitation over time nearly matched by the

horizontal convergence of water vapor (Fig. 7), consistent

with Fritz and Wang (2014) and Kilroy et al. (2016).

However, surface evaporation is still larger than the stor-

age term, even though it is small compared to horizontal

convergence. Thus, based on diagnostics alone, one cannot

eliminate the possibility that surface evaporation is needed

to moisten the vortex and allow further intensification.

The simulations in group E are designed to clarify

the role of surface evaporation in vortex intensification

and moistening. In these simulations, surface latent heat

flux is switched off and replaced by a roughly equiva-

lent amount of sensible heat flux by multiplying the

exchange coefficient for sensible heat flux CH by 5

(Mid5_LHF0_SHFx5). The choice of this factor is guided

by the average Bowen ratio in the control simulation,

0.25, which only marginally exceeds the composite-mean

Bowen ratio observed in Atlantic hurricanes (0.2; Cione

et al. 2000). This simulation may not have a physical an-

alog in the real world but enables conclusions to be made

about the role of surface evaporation in TD spinup.

In this simulation, TD spinup proceeds almost identi-

cally to the control (Fig. 6b, magenta curve). On day 2.5,

midlevel cyclonic winds and RH are marginally greater

than in the control simulation (Fig. 6a), and a warm core

forms on day 3. The increase inmoisture is driven only by

the horizontal convergence of water vapor by the trans-

verse secondary circulation, which exceeds precipitation

(not shown). Since there is no moisture source in this

simulation, vortex moistening is accompanied by drying

in the lower and middle troposphere outside the vortex

(Fig. 6a, dashed contours). While this does not impact the

rate of TD spinup, intensification stops once the peak

tangential surface wind speed reaches 56ms21 on day 7,

compared to 87ms21 attained in the control simulation

on day 8 (not shown). This extends the results ofMrowiec

et al. (2011), who examined the simulated structure and

evolution of TCs in the total absence of water, to a moist,

precipitating vortex. The unaffected rate of TD spinup

shows that the distinction between latent and sensible

surface heat fluxes is not important in TD spinup, and it is

the total surface enthalpy flux that maintains convective

instability and precipitating ascent. Additionally, this re-

sult emphasizes the importance of water vapor conver-

gence by the secondary circulation as the primary source

of moisture during TD spinup, while underscoring the

fact that this moisture convergence balances but does not

cause precipitation.

We also conduct a simulation with surface evapora-

tion switched off and interactive sensible heat fluxes,

without any scaling of the transfer coefficient CH . In this

simulation (Mid5_LHF0), TD spinup is extremely slow

(Fig. 6b, green curve). A warm-core vortex has not

formed even after 10 days, but it is nevertheless notable

that the vertically averaged circulation does increase

over time, associated with weak ascent and a weak sec-

ondary circulation. Rapid spinup over ocean in our

model thus requires either interactive surface evapora-

tion or an inflated surface sensible heat flux.

f. Surface enthalpy fluxes with ‘‘capped’’ wind speeds

Montgomery et al. (2009) argued that TCs do not

intensify through WISHE based in part on results from

simulations in which the surface wind speed in the

surface flux parameterization was limited to (i.e., cap-

ped at) modest values such as 7.5 or 10m s21. However,

Zhang and Emanuel (2016) showed that the observed

intensification of at least one TC (Hurricane Edouard,

2014) could only be successfully simulated if surface

fluxes were not limited in that fashion. The implication

of these previous results for TD spinup is unclear, be-

cause surface wind speeds during TD intensification

are often below the wind speed limits imposed by

Montgomery et al. (2009).

FIG. 7. Time evolution of the vertically integrated moisture

budget terms in a 500-km box tracking the vortex in the control

(Mid5) simulation.
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Here we also conduct simulations with wind speeds

capped in the surface flux formulas, but, unlike previous

work, we focus on TD spinup and examine the radial

distribution of surface enthalpy fluxes. Consistent with

the relatively weak amplitude of TDs, we cap wind

speeds in the surface flux formulas at 2 and 5ms21 in

two separate simulations (Table 1, group F). Vortices

in these simulations still intensify, but more slowly than

in the control (Fig. 8a). There is still a clear negative

radial gradient of surface enthalpy flux in both simula-

tions, though it is also reduced in magnitude relative to

that in the control (Fig. 8b; only wind-driven surface flux

anomalies are plotted since the disequilibrium-driven

anomalies are negligible). Even when surface winds are

capped at the small value of 2m s21, surface fluxes are

enhanced by approximately 80Wm22 at the radius of

maximum wind compared to the vortex periphery,

which remains very quiescent; intensification is so slow

in this case that a warm-core vortex has not formed even

after 10 days, but the vertically averaged circulation

does still increase over time.

These results show that, while a continual increase of

surface fluxes with surface winds is not required to

achieve TD spinup, the fastest rates of intensification are

only possible if this feedback is not inhibited, consistent

with Zhang and Emanuel (2016). Furthermore, the rate

of intensification here increases with the magnitude of

surface flux anomalies near the vortex center, chal-

lenging the interpretation of the role of surface fluxes

presented by Montgomery et al. (2009).

g. Transient intensification of nearly saturated
vortices

Our last set of simulations examines the evolution of

extremely moist initial conditions, motivated by pre-

vious studies in which a moist vortex was simulated as

reaching intensities characteristic of TDs without sur-

face flux feedback. In particular, Montgomery et al.

(2006) stated that mean near-surface tangential winds of

about 12ms21 were achieved 24h after initialization of

their model, even though surface enthalpy fluxes were

turned off, but that no further intensification occurred.

Does this disprove the conclusion suggested by all of our

other simulations and show that surface enthalpy flux

feedback is not needed to maintain convective in-

stability and precipitating ascent during TD spinup?

We initialize these simulations (Table 1, group G) by

imposing a nearly saturated region (RH up to 95%) of

300-km radius in the center of the domain. The axi-

symmetricmoisture anomaly used in these simulations is

almost entirely confined to the free troposphere (Fig. 1b,

contours), and its details are given in the appendix.

When this humidity field is imposed with our standard

midlevel vortex as an initial condition, intensification is

rapid and tropical storm intensity is attained within the

first day (Mid5_Moist; Fig. 9, orange curve). This dem-

onstrates the importance of moistening in TD spinup:

much of the roughly 3-day-long spinup process in the

control simulation seems to be needed primarily for

FIG. 8. (a) Evolution of the vertically averaged circulation and

(b) wind-driven surface flux anomalies on day 2.5 for simulations of

group F, wherein surface wind speeds are capped in the surface flux

parameterization. Surface flux anomalies are calculated with re-

spect to the domain mean. Dashed lines in (a) indicate the lower

(18 km2 s21) and upper (25 km2 s21) thresholds of circulation used

to identify TDs.
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tropospheric moistening, because that spinup process is

shortened dramatically when a very moist initial condi-

tion is used. A nearly saturated vortex facilitates con-

vective updrafts from the onset of the simulation

and accelerates spinup. Although our initial moisture

anomaly is accompanied by positive virtual temperature

anomalies, those anomalies peak at 0.21K at about 6-km

altitude and are only about 20% as large as the peak

warm anomalies in our midlevel and surface vortices,

which intensify more slowly (e.g., cf. Figs. 9 and 4a).

The moist anomaly thus seems to produce faster inten-

sification through its effect on precipitating convection

rather than through its virtual temperature effect on the

rotational dynamics.

More remarkable is the result that nearly identical rapid

intensification can be achieved using the humidity anomaly

alone without a seed vortex (i.e., by initializing the model

to a state of rest with the same axisymmetric moisture

anomaly just discussed). Themagenta curve inFig. 9 shows

the intensification for this simulation (V0_Moist). The

most rapid spinup in all of our simulations thus occurs for

an axisymmetric moisture anomaly, regardless of whether

an initial vortex is imposed. The rotational dynamics thus

respond quite rapidly to the influence of an axisymmetric

free-tropospheric moisture anomaly on the distribution of

convection, more so than they do to changes in the vertical

structure of the seed vortex or even to the entire elimina-

tion of the seed vortex.

A verymoist seed vortex is able to undergo TD spinup

when surface enthalpy fluxes are completely turned off

(Mid5_Moist_FlxOFF), consistent with the result of

Montgomery et al. (2006). TD spinup is rapid, with ver-

tically averaged circulation of approximately 24km2 s21

and peak near-surface tangential wind of 11m s21

achieved after 12 h (Fig. 9, red curve). The ambient

convective instability in the initial condition, along with

high column relative humidity values near the vortex

center, results in precipitating ascent and convergence

of vorticity and moisture. However, this spinup is tran-

sient and not sustained, indicated by the reduction in

circulation to less than its initial value by day 3.

A nearly saturated moisture anomaly at a state

of rest undergoes similar transient intensification

(V0_Moist_FlxOFF; Fig. 9, green curve). In this simu-

lation, a TD-strength vortex formswithin 12h, with peak

tangential winds of 13m s21 at roughly 4-km altitude

confined to radii where RH exceeds 90% (Fig. 10a).

However, in the absence of surface fluxes, a warm-core

vortex fails to form and the vortex and its associated

moisture dissipate rapidly. After 5 days, only a weak

vortex with peak wind speeds of 6m s21 and no associ-

ated moisture remains (Fig. 10b). This shows that the

moisture converged by the secondary circulation in the

boundary layer does not increase convective instability

and support the sustained precipitating ascent required

for TD spinup and that enhanced surface enthalpy fluxes

near the vortex center are required.

Similar transient intensification is seen when a moist

anomaly is allowed to evolve from rest with surface

evaporation fixed at a horizontally uniform value of

200Wm22 (V0_Moist_LH200; Fig. 9, blue curve). This

confirms that, even for a verymoist initial vortex, it is not

the amplitude of the domain-mean surface enthalpy flux

that matters but the enthalpy flux feedback with the

vortex state. Additionally, while the horizontal conver-

gence of moisture far exceeds surface evaporation and

is the primary source of moisture during TD spinup,

moisture convergence does not increase convective in-

stability; convective instability near the vortex center is

instead generated primarily by surface enthalpy fluxes.

5. Quantifying the rate of TD spinup

The role of enhanced surface flux in TD spinup is

quantitatively assessed across all of our simulations us-

ing the framework developed by R07, after some mod-

ification. This framework relates the rate of change of

the vertically averaged circulation G to surface fluxes of

enthalpy and momentum in a nascent TD. Here we

FIG. 9. Time evolution of the 0–10-km vertically integrated cir-

culation in a 500-km box tracking the vortex in simulations ini-

tialized with an axisymmetric moist anomaly (group G). Dashed

lines indicate the lower (18 km2 s21) and upper (25 km2 s21)

thresholds of circulation used to identify TDs. The circulation as-

sociated with the control simulation (Mid5; black curve) is plotted

for reference.
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present the framework and its underlying assumptions

and then use it to diagnose the rate of TD spinup in our

simulations.

First, the vorticity equation is integrated horizontally

and averaged vertically over the same domain used inEq.

(2) and temporally averaged over the duration of TD

spinup (which lasts at least 3 days in our simulations):�
›G

›t

�
52

� ðð
h= � (uz

a
)i dx dy

�

2

� ðð
h= � (k3F)i dx dy

�
, (4)

where za is absolute vorticity, F represents horizontal

viscous and turbulent forces, and the square brackets

denote temporal averages during TD spinup. Like R07,

we omit the ‘‘tilting’’ term, v›pu, by neglecting the

vertical velocity v on the periphery of the area of in-

tegration, consistent with the dominant role of the ad-

vective vorticity flux (Wang 2012).

We now seek to relate the convergence of vorticity to

surface enthalpy fluxes using the gross moist stability

(GMS;Neelin andHeld 1987), which in turn relates large-

scale ascent to column-integrated energy sources. If ver-

tical structures of humidity and wind change in time, the

GMS will also change and thus will not provide a useful

constraint for relating convergence to surface fluxes; it

may thus seem unwise to use the GMS in a theory for an

intensifying, precipitating vortex. However, we assume

here that variations in the GMS are sufficiently small on

time scales of several days or longer. This assumption is

consistent with the convective quasi-equilibrium hy-

pothesis (CQE; Arakawa and Schubert 1974; Emanuel

et al. 1994), in which convection eliminates variations in

CAPE on time scales longer than those of the individual

convective elements over which it averages. Models

based on CQE can be used to constrain the GMS

(Raymond et al. 2009). Storm-scale ascent and circulation

can vary greatly even when column-integrated energy

sources are fixed, but in our simulations such variations

occurred on shorter time scales of a day or less (e.g., the

V0_Moist runs in Fig. 9).

While numerical models based on CQE have suc-

cessfully simulated TCs (Emanuel 2007) and increases

of both boundary layer and upper-tropospheric equiv-

alent potential temperature have been seen during TC

intensification in idealized cloud-system-resolving sim-

ulations (Miyamoto and Takemi 2013), a more thorough

examination of the validity of CQE during TD spinup

has not been performed. Nie et al. (2010) found that

CQE is valid in the seasonal mean in multiple monsoon

regions (e.g., South Asia, Australia, and South Africa)

FIG. 10. Azimuthal-average tangential winds (colors) and RH (contours; stippling indicates RH . 90%) on

(a) day 0.5 and (b) day 5 in the simulation initialized with no tangential winds, an axisymmetric moist anomaly, and

surface fluxes switched off (V0_Moist_FlxOFF).
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but is not valid to the same extent in others (e.g., South

America and North America), perhaps as a result of

topography, intrusions of drymidtropospheric air, large-

scale influences from midlatitude systems, and remote

effects from other monsoon systems. None of these

factors exist in our idealized simulations, but the appli-

cability of CQE to diagnose TD spinup remains unclear

and is thus further examined here.

Using the same diagnostic as Nie et al. (2010), the

boundary layer equivalent potential temperature ueb
(vertically averaged between the surface and 1km) and

upper-level saturation equivalent potential temperature

ue* (vertically averaged between 6 and 12km) are com-

pared in all our simulations. Both quantities are hori-

zontally averaged in the 500-km box surrounding the

vortex center, and temporally averaged during TD

spinup, similar to the averaging regions in Eq. (4).

Figure 11 shows that ueb and ue* are highly correlated in

all of our simulations, implying that CQE holds in the

horizontal and temporal domains chosen in our quan-

titative framework. To be clear, we conclude only that

CQE can be used to describe the system-scale evolution

of a TD-like vortex in our idealizedmodel on time scales

of 2–3 days or longer. We expect CQE to break down on

shorter time and space scales, and also to be less valid as

unbalanced, boundary layer dynamics become more

important as the system intensifies into a tropical storm

or hurricane.

The GMS is given by

g[
[SF2R]

[f= � ug
2
]
, (5)

with R the column-integrated radiative flux divergence,

f= � ug2 the vertical integral of the negative part of the

divergence profile, computed between the surface and

10 km, and the curly braces denoting the vertical integral

between the surface and 10km. For simplicity, we de-

viate from R07 here and do not normalize the GMS by

the moisture flux convergence nor weight our vertical

average of the vorticity equation by the mixing ratio.

Furthermore, Eq. (5) is derived from the energy budget

rather than the entropy budget, so its numerator does

not contain the irreversible production term that ap-

pears (but was subsequently neglected) in the moist

entropy budget used in R07.

For a weak vortex in an environment of negligible

horizontal shear, the advective vorticity flux can be ap-

proximated by the convergence of planetary vorticity

[i.e., = � (uza) ’ f= � u]. This approximation is valid in

our simulations during the early stages of TD spinup

examined here, but invalid during subsequent stages of

intensification (not shown), consistent with Tory and

Montgomery (2008). Using Eq. (5) to represent the

vertical integral of mass convergence in Eq. (4) yields

�
›G

›t

�
5

1

g

�
f

M

ðð
[SF2R]dx dy

�

1
1

M

ðð
[= � (k3T)]dx dy , (6)

where the surface drag T is the mass-weighted vertical

integral of the frictional force F, and M is the vertically

integrated mass of the initial sounding.

Finally, we neglect the modification ofR by the vortex

(i.e., R5R) and equate the domain-mean vertically

integrated radiative flux divergence R and surface

enthalpy fluxes SF, which is essentially the RCE ap-

proximation. Hence, Eq. (6) becomes

�
›G

›t

�
5

1

g

�
f

M

ðð
[SF0] dx dy

�
1

1

M

ðð
[= � (k3T)] dx dy .

(7)

The first term on the right-hand side represents the

spinup tendency due to vorticity convergence by the

large-scale ascent needed to export the column energy

input by anomalous surface fluxes, while the second

term represents the damping effects of drag. Because of

the underlying assumptions and the presence of hori-

zontally and temporally averaged terms, Eq. (7) can

FIG. 11. Boundary layer equivalent potential temperature ueb
and upper-level saturation equivalent potential temperature ue* in

all our simulations (except group G). Both quantities have been

horizontally averaged in a 500-km box surrounding the vortex

center and temporally averaged during TD spinup.
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only be used to diagnose system-scale TD spinup on

multiday time scales.

We now briefly examine one of the central assumptions

in the formulation of the first term on the right-hand side

of Eq. (7): Do variations in ascent scale linearly with

variations in surface enthalpy flux, as implied by Eq. (5)

with a constant GMS? Figure 12 shows the relation be-

tween vertical mass flux horizontally averaged near the

vortex center and the surface enthalpy flux anomaly av-

eraged over that same region. Other proxies for the

strength of precipitating ascent, such as precipitation and

horizontal mass convergence, display a similar pattern,

with higher values seen for more positive surface flux

anomalies. Thus, when the surface flux anomalies are

allowed to become larger and are not inhibited in our

idealized simulations, the precipitating ascent is stronger

and is associated with a greater convergence of vorticity.

Note that while a statistical association does not generally

imply causation, in some of our simulations the surface

flux distribution was imposed (e.g., groupD), so it is clear

that in those simulations the circulation anomalies did not

cause the surface flux anomalies.

The spindown tendency due to drag, the second term on

the right-hand side of Eq. (7), is equal to the line integral of

surface drag on the periphery of our domain, which

under a bulk flux formula is 24ar0CDU
2/M for a square

domain ofwidth a anddrag coefficientCD. UsingEq. (1) to

represent SF0 with CE 5CH 5CD, we can estimate the

relative magnitude of the spinup and spindown tendencies

(i.e., the ratio of the first and the second terms) as

afDk

4gU
, (8)

with Dk the air–sea enthalpy disequilibrium. For U 5
10ms21 and Dk 5 20kJ kg21, this ratio is between 25

and 2.5 for values of g between 500 (e.g., Yu et al. 1998)

and 5000 J kg21 (e.g., R07, their normalized GMS of 0.5

converted using a 5 g kg21 difference between moisture

in the inflow and outflow layers). In any case, the spin-

down tendency given by the line integral of the drag is

smaller than that estimated by R07 for TDs with radii

less than 500 km. The above treatment assumes drag to

be distributed over the full depth of the vortex, perhaps

by convective momentum transports and the continual

readjustment of the vortex toward gradient wind bal-

ance, whereas R07 assumed drag confined to the surface

layer but discussed the possibility that it might have a

larger vertical length scale. In our control simulation and

in Sfc5 (the initial vortex expected to exhibit the stron-

gest drag), the spindown tendency in Eq. (7) due to

surface friction is about 1/15 the circulation tendency

when it is calculated to apply between the surface and

10 km. This may explain why our seed vortices intensify

even though they have radii well below the critical ra-

dius of 1600km predicted by R07 to be necessary for

intensification.

Since the spindown term due to drag seems to be small,

we compare ›tG and the spinup term in each of our sim-

ulations, with each term averaged between the start of the

simulation and the time at which G reaches 25km2 s21 (in

simulations without spinup, averages are computed up to

day 5). The intensification rate is well correlated with the

spinup term (Fig. 13). The spinup term, which depends

only on surface flux anomalies in this framework, is a

function of the vortex state via its surface wind speed or

air–sea enthalpy disequilibrium; if surface fluxes increase

linearly with the circulation, the first two terms in Eq. (7)

describe a positive feedback between surface fluxes and

circulation. Even though the drag spindown termmay not

be negligible, the relationship shown in Fig. 13 indicates

that it is smaller than the spinup term inEq. (7) and that a

linear scaling approximates the relationship between the

bulk radial gradient of surface enthalpy fluxes and the

vortex intensification rate in this ensemble of idealized

simulations.

We emphasize that Eq. (7) provides no description of

the dynamics of TD spinup. It is based on the assump-

tion that the column-integrated energy source scales

FIG. 12. Surface flux anomalies with respect to the domain-mean

SF0 and vertically averaged vertical mass flux hrwi in all our sim-

ulations (except group G). Both quantities have been horizontally

averaged in a 500-km box surrounding the vortex center and

temporally averaged during TD spinup. Prime quantities indicate

departures from the domain mean and angle brackets indicate

mass-weighted vertical averages.
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linearly with storm-scale ascent, as in R07, and is only

intended to approximate the system-scale intensification

of a TD over time scales of a few days or longer. Tran-

sient intensification on shorter time scales does occur in

our simulations initialized with a very moist vortex and

without interactive surface fluxes (e.g., group G and

Fig. 9), and we speculate that this transient in-

tensification is associated with the release of CAPE (or

entraining CAPE) on time scales shorter than those on

which a convective quasi-equilibrium hypothesis would

apply and on which the GMS would remain roughly

constant. These simulations exhibiting transient spinup

are not plotted in Fig. 13.

6. Summary and discussion

Surface flux feedback during TD spinup is examined

here using idealized, three-dimensional, cloud-system-

resolving simulations of intensifying vortices over uni-

form SST. All simulations support the hypothesis that a

negative radial gradient of surface enthalpy flux, with

enhanced surface flux near the vortex center, is required

for TD spinup. In contrast, Montgomery et al. (2015,

p. 92) stated that, for TC intensification to occur, ‘‘some

minimal enthalpy fluxes are only needed to maintain

convection’’; our results directly refute the idea that, for

TD spinup, spatial and temporal variations in surface

enthalpy flux are not required as long as that flux ex-

ceeds some minimal value.

By decomposing the surface flux into wind- and

enthalpy-disequilibrium-driven components, we show

that TD spinup occurs most rapidly when surface en-

thalpy flux is enhanced by surface winds, with the

disequilibrium-driven feedback being comparatively

weak. TD spinup occurs and is accompanied by a neg-

ative radial gradient of surface enthalpy flux even when

surface fluxes are prescribed to be independent of sur-

face winds, owing to a negative radial gradient of air–sea

enthalpy disequilibrium. In this case, however, TD

spinup occurs slowly and at a rate dependent on the

uniform wind speed imposed in the surface flux param-

eterization. Spinup fails to occur when surface flux

feedback is switched off and surface fluxes are hori-

zontally homogeneous. TD spinup is severely limited

when the feedback is reduced by limiting (i.e., capping)

the wind speed in the surface flux formulas.

Additionally, when surface evaporation is replaced

by a roughly equivalent amount of sensible heat flux,

vortex intensification and moistening is nearly identical

to the control simulation. This result shows that the

distinction between latent and sensible heat fluxes is

unimportant during spinup and that it is the total surface

enthalpy flux that matters, at least in this idealized

model. This extends the results of Mrowiec et al. (2011)

to a framework with explicit precipitation and encour-

ages further examination of observed genesis and spinup

of depression-like cyclonic vortices over land (e.g.,

Hurley and Boos 2015), where surface evaporation is

limited but where abundant moisture could be fluxed

from nearby oceans.

From a thermodynamic perspective, intensification

and moistening of a TD is associated with an increase in

its moist entropy, which can be achieved via multiple

pathways: import by the secondary circulation, en-

hanced surface enthalpy fluxes, or reduced radiative

cooling. The reciprocal of the slope of the best-fit line in

Fig. 13 suggests a positive GMS value across our sim-

ulations and thus an export of moist entropy by the

secondary circulation. We also found (although it was

not a main focus) that spinup still occurred when radi-

ative temperature tendencies were horizontally ho-

mogenized at each model time step. Nevertheless, our

analyses did not focus on the transport of moist entropy

by the secondary circulation or on the role of in-

teractions between radiation, water vapor, and clouds;

further investigation of these processes during TD

spinup is thus needed.

Finally, we showed that a moist vortex undergoes TD

spinup in the absence of surface flux feedback, but only

in a transient, brief, and unsustainedmanner, lasting less

than 24h. Surface flux feedback continued to be neces-

sary for sustained intensification of a moist vortex and

FIG. 13. Time tendency of vertically averaged circulation on the y

axis compared with the term inside the parentheses in the spinup

tendency in Eq. (7) on the x axis in all our simulations (except

group G).
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subsequent transition to a warm-core vortex. This result

complements previous emphasis on the negative radial

gradient of column relative humidity during TC in-

tensification (e.g., Emanuel 1997; Frisius 2006). While a

negative radial gradient of surface enthalpy fluxes,

which fosters greater convective instability near the

vortex center, is one pathway to achieve a persistent

saturated column with sustained convection, other

pathways could potentially exist. However, large-scale

horizontal convergence of moisture alone does not en-

hance convective instability or cause precipitation;

horizontal moisture convergence is indeed the primary

moisture source that balances the precipitation sink

during TD spinup, but radial inflow cannot increase the

amplitude of the maximum in a conserved variable such

as ueb.

The negative radial gradient of surface fluxes required

for TD spinup was generated by two primary mecha-

nisms in the idealized simulations used in this study. In a

quiescent environment (e.g., simulations in groups A

and B in Table 1), surface fluxes were enhanced by

surface winds. Alternatively, when sufficiently strong

uniform surface winds were imposed in the bulk flux

formulas, which might be taken to represent a gusty

environment, the air–sea thermodynamic disequilib-

rium enhanced the surface fluxes and led to spinup, al-

beit more slowly. Whether some part of the spinup

process in observed TDs might be caused by air–sea

thermodynamic disequilibrium is unclear, but further

investigation seems merited given that typical trade

wind speeds of roughly 5ms21 are comparable to azi-

muthal surface wind speeds in the initial stages of

spinup. Further investigation of the role of surface flux

feedback mechanisms in more realistic background

states would help in understanding such issues.

Finally, strong vertical wind shear is generally detri-

mental to TC genesis owing to the import of lower-

entropy dry air that inhibits deep convection (Simpson

and Riehl 1958). Yet weak wind shear can also accel-

erate TC genesis by forcing large-scale ascent (e.g.,

Nolan andMcGauley 2012).Whilemost TCs experience

some degree of vertical wind shear, the vortices in our

simulations are allowed to intensify in its absence. The

importance of surface enthalpy fluxes for TD spinup in

the presence of vertical wind shear merits examination

in future work.
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APPENDIX

Initialization of the Seed Vortex and Moisture
Anomaly

a. Seed vortex

Here, we describe the structure of the seed vortex in

our simulations. The temperature perturbation is con-

sidered first, followed by the balance used to compute

tangential winds.

The axisymmetric temperature perturbation T 0(r, z)
is the product of separate vertical (T 0

z) and radial (T 0
r)

structures. The vertical structure is governed by the

maximum negative anomaly (T 0
2 522:5K), the maxi-

mum positive anomaly (T 0
1 5 1:05K), the height of

maximum winds (zm 5 3km), and the vertical extent of

the vortex (zt 5 11km):

T 0
z(z)5

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

T 0
2 exp

�
2

z2

z2m/8

�
, for z# z

m

T 0
1 exp

"
2

(z2 z
mid

)2

(z
t
2 z

m
)2/32

#
, for z. z

m

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;
,

(A1)

where zmid 5 (zm 1 zt)/2. The radial structure is gov-

erned by the radius at which the tangential winds vanish

(rend 5 500 km), given by

T 0
r(r)5 exp

�
2

r2

r2end/8

�
. (A2)

The resulting temperature anomaly for the control

simulation is shown in Fig. 1a (contours).

The axisymmetric pressure p and density r are com-

puted using the hydrostatic approximation and ideal gas

law:

›p

›z
52rg ,

r5
p

R
d
T(11 0:61q)

,

(A3)

where T is the total temperature (including the

anomaly T 0), q is the water vapor mixing ratio

from the sounding, Rd is the gas constant for dry air

(287 J kg21 K21), and g is the gravitational accelera-

tion. The hydrostatic equation is integrated from the

top of the model to the surface, with r calculated

using the ideal gas law at each height. Pressure and

density at the top level are obtained from the initial

sounding.
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Gradient wind balance in cylindrical coordinates is

y2

r
1 f y5

1

r

›p

›r
, (A4)

with y the tangential wind. The balanced tangential wind

at each height is obtained from the vertical derivative of

gradient wind balance:

›y

›z
52

1

r

1

r

›p

›r

›r

›z
1 g

›r

›r
2y

r
1 f

. (A5)

This Eq. (A5) is integrated downward from y 5 0 at the top

of the model to obtain the axisymmetric tangential winds

as a function of r and z. Centered finite-difference schemes

areused to compute the radial and vertical derivatives inEq.

(A5), except at the boundaries where appropriate forward

or backward difference schemes are used. Tangential winds

in the control simulation are plotted in Fig. 1a (colors).

b. Moisture anomaly

The axisymmetric, positive RH anomaly introduced

into the center of the domain in a few simulations (Table 1,

group G) is the product of separate vertical (RH0
z) and

radial (RH0
r) functions. The vertical structure is specified

in terms of its maximum value (RH0
max 5 30%) and its

bottom (zb 5 1 km) and top (zt 5 11km) boundaries:

RH0
z(z)5RH0

max exp

"
2

(z2 z
mid

)2

(z
t
2 z

b
)2/32

#
, (A6)

where zmid 5 (zb 1 zt)/2. The RH anomaly peaks at the

center of the domain and vanishes at radius rend 5
300 km with a radial distribution

RH0
r(r)5 exp

�
2

r2

r2end/8

�
. (A7)

TheRH anomaly is shown in Fig. 1b (contours). The total

RH is not allowed to exceed a maximum value of 95%.
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